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ABSTRACT
Molecular dynamics simulations often play a central role in
the analysis of biomolecular NMR data. The focus here is on
NMR spin-relaxation, which can provide unique insights into
the time-dependence of conformational fluctuations, especially
on picosecond to nanosecond time scales which can be directly
probed by simulations. A great deal has been learned from such
simulations about the general nature of such motions and their
impact on NMR observables. In principle, relaxation measure-
ments should also provide valuable benchmarks for judging the
quantitative accuracy of simulations, but there are a variety of
experimental and computational obstacles to making useful direct
comparisons. It seems likely that simulations on time scales that
are just now becoming generally feasible may provide important
new information on internal motions, overall rotational diffusion,
and the coupling between internal and rotational motion. Such
information could provide a sound foundation for a new generation
of detailed interpretation of NMR spin-relaxation results.

Introduction
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of proteins are now
about 25 years old.1 They have become increasingly
common and useful as force fields have improved (pro-
viding more realistic descriptions of microscopic forces)
and as computers have become more powerful (allowing
longer simulations that explore more of the available
conformational space). It was clear from quite early
times that simulations could be useful in interpreting
NMR experiments, both for fast motions seen primarily
in NMR relaxation2,3 and for the much slower motions
relevant to “chemical exchange”. Subsequent develop-
ment of sophisticated experimental methods for following
spin relaxation, particularly in isotopically labeled samples,
has led to renewed interest in exploring dynamical con-
nections between simulation and experiment.

Although there are many ways in which simulations
illuminate NMR experiments, I will limit the discussion
here to the consideration of picosecond and nanosecond
motions as monitored by NMR relaxation. Microscopic

MD simulations can be used to suggest models (generally
with adjustable parameters) that capture the important
characteristics expected of biomolecular motion. Experi-
mental data is then interpreted with the aid of these
models, adjusting parameters and examining the quality
of the resulting fits. There exists a long-standing hope that
results of such comparisons might be “turned around” to
point to specific deficiencies in simulations and thus lead
to better force fields or simulation procedures. The next
sections discuss progress and obstacles in these areas,
summarizing some of what we know from MD simulations
and what we might expect soon. Many of these subjects
have recently been reviewed at greater length elsewhere.4-7

Brief Overview of NMR Relaxation Theory
In kinetics, “relaxation” refers to the time course of the
return of a system to equilibrium following a small per-
turbation. NMR relaxation is qualitatively different from
more conventional experiments (such as temperature or
pH-jump experiments) in that the nuclear spin degrees
of freedom (which are perturbed) involve extremely small
energies and are only very weakly coupled to the ordinary
conformational dynamics of the molecule. This has two
important consequences. First, the ordinary chemical
energies and dynamical properties of the system are
almost completely unaffected by spin-flips that arise from
NMR pulses, so that (from a chemical point of view) the
system remains at equilibrium throughout the experiment.
Second, because of the weak coupling between spin
variables and molecular motion, fast atomic motions (on
the picosecond and nanosecond time scales) manifest
themselves in much slower relaxation of the spins (gener-
ally on the millisecond to second time scales) that can be
readily studied. The presence of NMR probes throughout
the molecule thus provides a unique opportunity to study
the details of dynamical fluctuations.

The fundamentals of NMR relaxation theory have been
presented in many places,5,6,8 and there is no space here
to give more than a taste of what is involved. The rate of
return of a spin system to equilibrium is determined by
the time-dependent magnetic fields experienced at each
atomic nucleus, arising from molecular motions. The
ability of this stochastic, fluctuating field to induce spin
transitions is dependent upon its intensity at frequencies
that correspond to sums and differences of the Larmor
frequencies of the nuclear spins. These are represented
as “spectral densities” J(ω), which in turn are the Fourier
transforms of microscopic time-correlation functions. For
example, the ability of an amide proton to relax the spin
of the 15N nucleus to which it is attached can be expressed
in terms of the time-correlation function
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where µ(t) is the (time-dependent) unit vector from the
nitrogen to the proton, P2(cos θ) t (3 cos2 θ - 1)/2 is a
Legendre polynomial, and the brackets indicate a time and
ensemble average over all conformations of the system.
The spectral density J(ω) is then the Fourier transform of
C(τ). To be effective in relaxation, J(ω) needs to be large
near the Larmor frequency of the spins or near zero
frequency. As it happens, the most important molecular
motion for biomolecules (from the standpoint of NMR
spin relaxation) is overall rotational diffusion or tumbling.
It is this fact that makes NMR structure determination
possible in the first place: to a good first approximation,
proton relaxation (as monitored by nuclear Overhauser
effect measurements) can be interpreted as arising from
the rotational Brownian motion of a rigid molecule, and
the atomic coordinates of this hypothetical rigid structure
can be adjusted to optimize agreement with the NMR
data. It is important to note that this does not mean that
internal deformations are not present, but only that most
such motions are fairly inefficient in driving NMR spin
relaxation. In general, a more careful quantitative analysis
(usually involving measurements of “heteronuclear” 13C
or 15N relaxation) is required to extract information about
internal motions from NMR data.

Rotational Diffusion
These considerations point to the importance of bio-
molecular NMR for understanding rotational diffusion,
including not only the overall tumbling times but also the
anisotropy of this motion (since nonspherical molecules
will tumble more rapidly about some directions than
others). Molecular dynamics simulations are now able
to explore directly the nanosecond time scales of bio-
molecular rotational diffusion, but most theories of this
behavior are still based on diffusion models. These
postulate that the probability density f(Φ,t) of having a
molecule with orientation Φ at time t is governed by a
diffusion equation, which for a spherical molecule is

The Stokes-Einstein-Debye relation gives D ) kT/
(8πRh

3η), where η is the macroscopic solvent viscosity and
Rh is the hydrodynamic radius of the macromolecule. For
a rigid molecule undergoing such isotropic Brownian
rotational motion, the P2 time-correlation functions for
all internuclear vectors are the same: an exponential C(τ)
) exp(-τ/τc), where the time constant τc is 1/6D. Its
Fourier transform is then a Lorentzian:

Measuring Rotational Diffusion Constants. Any single
relaxation parameter (such as T1, T2, T1F, or NOE) is
determined by a combination of spectral densities and
molecular structure (which determines interatomic dis-
tances, and hence the strength of the dipole-dipole

interactions that dominate most spin relaxation). Some-
times, however, ratios of relaxation parameters become
independent (or nearly so) of the structure, and this allows
one to estimate rotational parameters more directly from
NMR data. The most celebrated and useful of these
relations is the ratio of longitudinal to transverse relaxation
rates: for a very simplified model in which the mean
square field is the same in all directions,9

Actual analyses of NMR relaxation data use more complex
equations that model the physical origins of the fluctuat-
ing fields, but it can be difficult to ensure that everything
has been properly accounted for. The following para-
graphs outline some of difficulties that arise.

1. Most biomolecules tumble in an anisotropic fashion,
so that some interatomic vectors rotate faster than others.
In favorable cases, where data can be extracted from a
large number of vectors whose directions are roughly
uniformly distributed, an estimate of the anisotropy of
rotation can be made even in the absence of a structural
model.10 More generally, however, some structural infor-
mation is needed, so that angles between internuclear
vectors and the principal axes of rotational diffusion can
be determined.11-13 This analysis is complicated by the
potential presence of internal motions that can have
similar time scales, and which themselves may also be
anisotropic. For example, some early applications of the
model-free analysis (discussed below) failed to fully ap-
preciate the complications arising from even fairly small
anisotropies in rotational tumbling, leading to overesti-
mates of chemical exchange as fitting parameters took up
the “slack” for an incorrect rotational model. This poten-
tial problem is now much better understood,13,14 but it is
still possible that incorrect assumptions about the nature
or extent of internal motions could lead to uncertainties
in parameters describing the overall rotational motion.

2. There is also concern that relaxation pathways other
than dipolar coupling (particularly from sample hetero-
geneity or slow conformational transitions) will affect T2

in ways that are systematically different than T1. For
example, Lee and Wand have shown that τc values
determined at multiple field strengths for ubiquitin (which
is fairly isotropic) are about 15% higher if experimental
T2 values are included in the data fitting scheme, com-
pared to fits that rely only on T1 and NOE measurements.15

Also, analyses of proton relaxation data seem to give
significantly shorter rotational correlation times than do
fits based on carbon or nitrogen data.16 Some recent
suggestions about how to distinguish chemical exchange
from anisotropic diffusion in T2 measurements may help
to make this sort of data analysis more consistent.13,14

3. It can be difficult to interpret results when experi-
ments are carried out under different conditions of
viscosity and temperature. An approximate correction to
standard conditions can be made by assuming that the
rotational diffusion constants follow the Stokes-Einstein-
Debye relationship, such that D is proportional to η/T. It

∂

∂t
f(Φ,t) ) D32f(Φ,t) (2)

J rigid(ω) )
2τc

1 + ω2τc
2

(3)

T1/T2 ) 1 + ω2τc
2/2 (4)
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is then straightforward to correct most measurements in
dilute solutions to standard conditions (e.g., 20 °C in H2O)
using the known temperature-dependent viscosity of H2O
or D2O, although in practice this is not often reported.
Because the sensitivity of the NMR experiment is low,
samples are often fairly concentrated and may have
some amount of aggregation present as well, both of
which can complicate the interpretation of fitted diffusion
constants.17,18

Under these circumstances, it would clearly be desir-
able to have independent means of assessing rotational
tumbling times. Other experimental techniques applicable
to biomolecules include analysis of depolarized dynamic
light scattering19 and the decay of fluorescence anisotropy.
In many cases (but not all20), tumbling times derived from
fluorescence anisotropy measurements are shorter than
those derived from NMR, and the differences are some-
times dramatic.21-24 In at least some of these cases, the
NMR results follow the expected η/T dependence on
temperature and viscosity,24 and fluorescence measure-
ments show no evidence of concentration-dependent
effects (W. J. Chazin, personal communication). The
origins of these discrepancies are still not well understood.
Light scattering measurements, on the other hand, appear
to give results more in line with those extracted from
NMR.19

Computational Approaches. For proteins of known
structure, hydrodynamic “bead” models can be con-
structed that allow one to estimate rotational diffusion
constants.25 These calculations, however, require assump-
tions about what boundary conditions for the diffusion
equations are most appropriate,6 along with an under-
standing of how waters of hydration affect molecular
tumbling. The latter are usually modeled by including a
shell of waters at the molecular surface as part of the
macromolecule, with the thickness of this shell being
treated as an empirical parameter. In a recent study, shells
of water between 2.3 and 4.3 Å were found to give good
agreement with rotational diffusion constants extracted
from NMR relaxation measurements.25 Such calculations
are thus helpful in ruling out fits to NMR data with
unphysical parameters, but otherwise have a fairly large
uncertainty: the diffusion constant calculated for lysozyme
with a water shell of 2 Å is 40% greater than that predicted
for a shell of 4 Å.

What might molecular dynamics simulations be able
to contribute to this situation? Although few simulations
even today are long enough to give a good statistical
description of molecular rotation, it has been recognized
for some time that a rough account of molecular tumbling
can be gained from time-correlation functions even at
fairly short times.26 Figures 1 and 2 illustrate some results
from a recent 8 ns simulation of Escherichia coli thio-
redoxin. Figure 1 shows three time-correlation functions
(eq 1) determined from the simulation after overall
rotation had been removed by superposing each MD
snapshot onto the average conformation; this is the usual
method of analysis. The upper two N-H vectors (for
phe27 and leu78) show typical behavior for relatively rigid

parts of proteins: there is rapid (subpicosecond) decay
of C(τ) from 1.0 to around 0.9, arising from vibrational
motion. This is followed by a slower decay (with an
amplitude of about 0.03 and a time scale of 20-50 ps)
that primarily arises from librational motion of the peptide
group as a whole. Beyond about 50 ps the correlation
functions are flat, even well beyond the time scale shown
in the figure: the computed correlation function at 1.5
ns differs from that at 200 ps by less than 0.005. Also
shown is the correlation function for a residue in a more
mobile region (gly74), with an experimental S2 value of
about 0.5;27 this shows clear evidence for internal motions
on a nanosecond time scale, but the correlation function
does appear to reach a plateau value for the 1-3 ns period
that is near the experimental value.

Figure 2, on the other hand, shows results for the same
interatomic vectors from the “raw” simulation, including

FIGURE 1. Time-correlation functions for thioredoxin, after removing
overall rotation. Results for three N-H vectors are shown; correla-
tions functions for the “long” axes (connecting N of residues on
opposite sides of the protein) do not visibly change from unity on
the scale of this figure. The correlation functions at 3 ns are
essentially unchanged from those shown here at 1.5 ns.

FIGURE 2. Time-correlation functions for thioredoxin, before remov-
ing overall rotation. Vectors are the same as in Figure 1.
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both internal motion and overall rotational tumbling.
These are plotted on a semilog scale, so that exponential
decay would be represented by a straight line. The
correlation function decay for the two fairly rigid N-H
spin pairs over the 0.2-1 ns time range roughly parallels
that of the long vectors, corresponding to the initial stages
of rotational diffusion with a tumbling time of about 4.5
ns. This is in qualitative accord with NMR relaxation
measurements,24,27 but the statistical uncertainties become
severe for such correlation functions,28 so that they are
useful only for times that are a small fraction of the MD
simulation length. Much longer simulation times would
be needed to obtain any sort of precise estimate or to
identify coupling between internal modes and overall
tumbling or the multiple exponential decays expected
for anisotropic diffusion. Averaging over multiple vectors
(as is done to extract overall tumbling times from NMR
relaxation data) should improve the statistics somewhat.
Having simulations an order of magnitude longer, which
would cover several rotational periods, would clearly be
helpful in developing a microscopic picture of rotational
diffusion; a few such simulations are available today, and
many more should be available soon. It remains to be
seen, of course, whether current force fields, particularly
for water, are accurate enough to provide good estimates
for macromolecular rotational diffusion. This presumably
will test the effective viscosity of the water model and the
strength of protein-water interactions.26

Making Use of the Results. There are a variety of
reasons why it is important to have a good analysis of
rotational diffusion. First, these parameters provide a
low-resolution representation of the size and shape of
the molecule. This can be very useful in checking for
artifacts such as aggregation and can also provide infor-
mation about gross structural features such as domain
orientations.29,31 Second, analysis of other types of NMR
measurements is greatly facilitated when the rotational
diffusion parameters are known. For example, estimates
of multiple spin (“spin-diffusion”) corrections to distances
derived from proton nuclear Overhauser measurements
depend in an important way on the overall rotational
dynamics. Estimates of internal mobility from quantitative
fits to heteronuclear relaxation (discussed in the next
section) are also sensitive to the time scale of overall
tumbling.

Internal Dynamics of Individual Spin Pairs
Unlike the situation for overall rotational tumbling, where
the motion is expected to be primarily diffusive, there is
a large range of likely internal motions (ranging from
quantum zero-point librations to “jumps” between alter-
nate conformations), so that no single model is likely to
suffice. For motions that are not coupled to overall
tumbling (which are arguably of small amplitude and/or
fast time scale), the details are not relevant for some types
of NMR relaxation measurements. For these motions, the
simplest application of the Lipari-Szabo “model-free”
ansatz extends eq 3 to include the effects of rapid internal

motion in an isotropically tumbling system:32

Here, S2 is an order parameter describing the angular
extent of internal motion, and τ-1 ) τc

-1 + τe
-1, where τe

is an effective time constant for the internal motion. J LS

is the spectral density that one would expect if overall and
internal motions were decoupled, and if the internal time-
correlation function decayed from its initial value of 1 to
a “plateau value” of S2 with a time constant τe which was
short compared to τc. This certainly appears to be a valid
assumption for many N-H groups in regions of regular
secondary structure in proteins, as seen for phe27 and
leu78 in Figure 1.

It is by now quite common to measure T1, T2, and NOE
relaxation of amide nitrogens in proteins and to analyze
the results with a model-free formalism.33 In principle,
these analyses should provide benchmark tests for com-
parison with MD simulations, but several things inhibit
this:

1. Many experimental relaxation measurements have
both random and systematic errors that are only approxi-
mately known.7 Reasonable estimates for these uncertain-
ties propagate into estimated standard errors of fitted
parameters that are often of the order of 0.05-0.1 for S2

and (in most cases) very large for τe.7,34,35 For systems with
anisotropic overall tumbling, any errors in the assumed
structures that affect relative angles between N-H vectors
will be propagated into the order parameters. Differences
between samples, spectrometers, and laboratories carrying
out the measurements can also have an effect on the
accuracy and precision of extracted parameters.36

2. Fitting the observed relaxation data to Lipari-Szabo
or other models requires certain assumptions, especially
concerning the effective N-H bond distance.37-39 In the
extreme narrowing limit (where internal motions are
very fast and the second term in eq 5 can be ignored),
all dipolar relaxation rates scale as S2/rNH

6. This means
that the spin behavior expected for S2 of 0.85 and rNH of
1.02 Å is indistinguishable from that expected for S2 of
0.95 and rNH of 1.04 Å. The “correct” effective distance
that should be used is itself conventional, since it depends
on a decision about how to deal with zero-point vibra-
tional motions. They might be included as a part of the
fluctuations described by S2 or might be considered a
separate type of motion whose effects are folded into an
effective bond length.37,39 This (arbitrary) decision has little
effect on relative order parameters but makes comparisons
of absolute values difficult; even relative order parameters
become suspect if one admits a model in which the
effective bond length might not be the same for all peptide
groups in the protein.

3. Similar comments apply to other models for internal
motion. For example, motions of the peptide plane in
proteins have been analyzed in terms of a three-dimen-
sional Gaussian angular fluctuation (3D-GAF) model.40,41

Here, the internal fluctuations of each peptide group are

J LS )
2S2τc

1 + ω2τc
2

+
2(1 - S2)τ

1 + ω2τ2
(5)
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taken to be distributed as Gaussian functions of torsion
angles about three perpendicular local vectors. A key
parameter is the amplitude of fluctuations about the CR-
CR axis. Analysis of experimental data for ubiquitin gives
fluctuation amplitudes on the order of 16°, assuming an
N-H bond length of 1.02 Å. This is somewhat larger than
values obtained from MD simulations using the CHARMM
force field. However, if the effective N-H bond length is
increased to 1.04 Å, the extracted fluctuations fall to about
9°, in rough agreement with the MD simulations. This
illustrates one of the reasons why it has proved so difficult
to test force fields through quantitative comparisons
between calculated and observed NMR parameters.

4. Fits to NMR relaxation data also generally require
assumptions about the magnitude and orientation of the
nitrogen chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) tensor, since CSA
relaxation competes with dipolar relaxation, especially at
higher field strengths. If the usual assumptions are wrong,
or if the CSA tensors vary in a significant way from one
peptide group to the next, the fitted order parameters
would again become suspect.42-44 Furthermore, dipolar
relaxation usually only approximately fits a two-spin
model,45 so that additional assumptions have to be made
about distances and motional parameters for interatomic
vectors other than the one whose behavior is being most
directly monitored.

5. Coupling between internal motions and overall
tumbling is generally not taken into account in current
schemes for analyzing NMR relaxation data. As discussed
above, it is also difficult to extract this sort of informa-
tion from MD simulations, but it is possible to set up
diffusion models that include such effects.46,47 Tugarinov
et al.47 have analyzed experimental relaxation data for
ribonuclease H using a mode-coupling diffusion equation
approach to model interactions between local and global
motions. The resulting order parameters are often signifi-
cantly lower than those obtained from a model-free
analysis that neglects interactions between local and
global motions.

Some of these problems can be ameliorated by making
measurements at multiple magnetic fields,7,48 but they do
inject a note of caution into what might be seen as
straightforward comparisons between simulation and
experiment. One early example of such a straightforward
comparison looked at 13CR relaxation in a zinc finger
domain.49 Although the solvated simulations were rather
short (125 ps), both experiment and simulation yielded
nearly uniform and fairly high order parameters in regions
of regular secondary structure, with lower values in a loop
connecting secondary structural elements and much lower
values at the C-terminus (see Figure 3). This sort of
qualitative accord between regions predicted (from MD
simulations) to have high order parameters and fitted
values from NMR relaxation experiments has been found
in a great many subsequent simulations.

Of course, fluctuations and order parameters extracted
from MD simulations themselves have significant random
and systematic errors.28 Fluctuations within a local con-
formational basin converge quite quickly, but dihedral

angle transitions are often poorly sampled. This lack of
adequate sampling should be especially important for
small order parameters (S2 < 0.6) and is probably present
even in the longest (and therefore most recent) simula-
tions. The approach of simulated order parameters to their
converged values need not be a monotonic function of
sampling times: partial sampling of dihedral transitions
can lead to time-correlation functions that are either larger
or smaller than their true (converged) values.28 Classical
MD simulations also ignore quantum zero-point vibra-
tions, which are expected to affect order parameters by
amounts up to 0.1.50,51 This is most relevant for quantita-
tive comparisons between calculated and experimentally
fitted order parameters in relatively rigid parts of pro-
teins;39 it may be most relevant to compare MD simula-
tions to experimental order parameters that were calcu-
lated assuming an effective bond length that includes
zero-point motion, as discussed in point 2, above.

Hence, for both experimental and computational rea-
sons, early hopes that quantitative comparisons between
predicted and fitted motional parameters would consis-
tently look as favorable as those in Figure 3 have not been
realized. Perhaps more typical of recent calculations are
simulations on lysozyme,52,53 dihydrofolate reductase,54

and the âARK1 PH domain.55 All of these show good
agreement between simulation and experiment concern-
ing which N-H vectors have more mobility (lower order
parameters) than the average found for regular regions
of secondary structure. However, the simulated order
parameters for the mobile regions are in many cases
significantly lower than those extracted from NMR relax-
ation data. Other recent simulations, e.g., on ribonuclease
H,36 staphylococcal nuclease,45 and barstar,56 show similar
qualitative behavior, although with fewer pronounced

FIGURE 3. Simulated and measured order parameters for 13CR
relaxation in a zinc-finger peptide. Solid line from fits to NMR
relaxation data, dashed line from MD simulation. Both curves have
been data averaged over three-residue windows. As expected, the
order parameters are highest for residues 3-9 (forming a â-hairpin
loop) and 15-21 (which are helical). Residues at the C-terminal end
of the peptide, and in the region between secondary structures, are
more mobile. Data taken from ref 71.
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deviations between simulation and experiment. It is
possible that inadequate sampling of dihedral angle
transitions could lead to significant overestimates of the
amount of backbone motion. It is worth noting, however,
that this qualitative discrepancy between simulation and
NMR fits has not changed much as typical simulation
times have progressed (over the past five years) from
under 1 ns to nearly 10 ns, and that studies of the
convergence of time-correlation functions (by breaking
longer simulations into shorter pieces) generally show little
evidence that longer simulations would produce signifi-
cantly higher order parameters. Hence, one must also
entertain the idea that current force fields allow too much
motion, particularly in regions outside of regular second-
ary structure.

Internal Dynamics of Multiple Spins
The previous section dealt with the dynamical behavior
of individual interatomic vectors. It is clearly of interest
to work toward a consistent account of correlated dynam-
ics as well. In addition to its intrinsic interest, such an
account could have important practical consequences for
structure determination. For example, measurement of
order parameters for N-H or C-H vectors gives no direct
information about the effects of internal motion on the
H-H vectors that are the primary input to NMR structure
refinements. The development of models that go beyond
single spin pairs could allow information gained from 13C
or 15N measurements to be transferred into the proton
realm.57,58

There are two basic ways this sort of information can
currently be extracted from NMR measurements. First,
relaxation measurements can be made for more than one
interatomic vector in fairly rigid groups, such as the
peptide planes of proteins.5,40 These data can be used to
check the consistency of various NMR measurements and
to probe the anisotropy of internal motion. Second, one
can carry out “cross-correlated” relaxation measurements
that explicitly depend on the properties of more than one
interatomic vector at a time.5 Both of these approaches
are in a state of rapid development on the NMR side and
should provide a great deal of useful information in the
coming years.

Conclusions
In this Account, I have had space to deal with only
one aspect of the connections between biomolecular
NMR and molecular dynamics simulations, concentrating
on NMR relaxation in the backbones of proteins. This
is probably the most active area of investigation, but
similar considerations arise in studies of dynamical
motions in protein side chains or in nucleic acids. As
outlined above, there are legitimate reasons to be cautious
when examining comparisons between NMR relaxation
measurements and molecular dynamics simulations. On
the NMR side, measurements at multiple magnetic fields
often help enormously in validating the relaxation analysis
and in increasing the ratio of measurements to adjustable

parameters. Measurements of the properties of additional
interatomic vectors (such as C′-N, C′-CR, or C′-H)
or of cross-correlated relaxation have much the same
beneficial effect.

On the computational side, the most promising near-
term advance may simply be to carry out longer simula-
tions on a more routine basis, since there seems to be no
other simple way to address the questions of convergence.
As an example of what may be possible, consider the
internal fluctuations of the gly74 N-H vector shown in
Figure 1. In an 8 ns simulation, this correlation function
does appear to reach a plateau value (which happens
here to be in good agreement with the order parameters
extracted from experiment); in shorter simulations, such
a vector would just seem to be unconverged and unin-
terpretable in a quantitative sense. It is likely that simu-
lations yet 10 times longer still would show a broader
range of internal motions that were usefully sampled,
along with fundamentally new ideas about rotational
diffusion and about the possible couplings between
internal and rotational motion. In view of the significant
effects that have been predicted for the coupling between
internal and overall motion based on mode-coupling
models,47 even qualitative information at these longer time
scales may be most helpful. Overall, the interplay between
NMR relaxation and MD simulations should continue to
be fascinating and informative for many years.
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Walter Chazin for providing results of unpublished studies on
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